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Generating Image Description:

Conclusions:

 Natural language processing, topic modeling, and CNNs were 

employed on a large radiology text/image dataset to automatically 

label and annotate radiology images.

 While it is very challenging to annotate large radiology data, this 

study shows the feasibility of collecting and annotating large 

medical image dataset.

 We hope this study will inspire other institutions to mine large 

medical databases.
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Motivation:

 Big-data analysis on electronic health records

• 780,000 radiology reports from the patient picture archiving and 

communication system (PACS)

• Compared to other studies for generating image captions, the dataset 

cannot be manually annotated as it requires radiology expertise

 Goals

• Automated labeling on very large radiology image data on hospital 

database

• Large population image screening to achieve “predictive medicine”

 Our approach

• Weak assignment of image labels based on document topic modeling on 

radiology reports

• Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for classifying images and 

keyword retrieval for image description

Example Data:

Statistics of Dataset:

Multi-level LDA Text Topic Modeling Examples:

Images to Text LDA Topics Classification Accuracies:

Image-to-Word-Vector Modeling:

total number of # image modalities

# documents ~780k CT ~169k

# images ~216k MR ~46k

# words ~1 billion PET 67

# vocabulary ~29k others 34

word # occurrences word # occurrences

right 937k contrast 260k

left 870k axial 253k

evidence 352k lung 243k

CT 312k bone 219k

AlexNet 8-layers VGG-Net 16-layers VGG-Net 19-layers

top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5 top-1 top-5

document-level 0.61 0.93 0.66 0.93 0.66 0.95

document-level-L2 0.33 0.56 0.54 0.70 0.54 0.70

sentence-level 0.48 0.56 0.50 0.56 0.50 0.58

 Examples of text key-word 

generation results. Some of the 

generated words appear in the 

original text (highlighted brown). 

Recall-at-1 rate for the 

generated words on the disease-

related words (existing in 

Disease Ontology) of the original 

text was 0.56. An example illustration of how word 

sequences are learned for an image. 

Bi-grams are selected from the 

image's reference sentences 

containing disease-related terms from 

the disease ontology (http://disease-

ontology.org), and each bi-gram is 

converted to a vector                   to 

learn from an image. The words 

“nodes” and “hepatis” in the second 

line are disease words but are 

ignored since they cannot form a bi-

gram.
For further information, please visit our lab website

by scanning this QR code on your smartphone:
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 For a given test 

image, multi-level 

text LDA topics 

are predicted, 

and a bi-gram 

words vector is 

generated. For 

each level of text 

LDA topics, the 

topic keyword 

having closest 

cosine distance 

to the generated 

bi-gram word 

vector is selected 

as the image 

description.


